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Figure 12. Throughput in terms of simulated years per day for CAM6 Aqua-planet including I/O for CAM-
SE and CAM-HOMME as a function of number of nodes. The curved line is a parabolic Least-Squares fit
to the data points. Note that for the right-most data-point there is only one element in the horizontal per
processor (150 nodes is 5400 processors and there are 6 ⇥ N2

e = 6 ⇥ 302 = 5400 elements in the horizontal).
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Community input on

Dynamical core
requirements

Benchmarks to assess 
degree to which 
requirements are met

• Dycores should be tested in the 
same framework 
(in this case CESM)

• Simpler Models (Polvani, Clement, 
Medeiros, Simpson, Benedict, Goldhaber, 
Lauritzen, …) capability in CESM



Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics
(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(6) Good conservation of total energy Essential Desirable Essential

(7) Conservation of angular momentum Highly desirable Essential

(8) Dycore characteristics with topography

(9) Non-hydrostatics Desirable Essential Highly desirable

(10) Global mesh-refinement capability Desirable Essential Essential

(11) Regional capability Essential

(12) Cartesian geometry Desirable Essential

(13) Data assimilation capability. Has to play well 
with DA

Desirable Essential Essential

(14) Support simplified setups on the sphere Essential Essential Essential

(15) Support by developers Essential Essential Essential

From
 initial “Singletrack” discussions



Climate Weather Geospace
(16) Stable over 30 scale heights (~700km)/O(13) 

in pressure
Essential

(17) Efficient 2 way 3D inline grid coupling Essential

(18) Species dependent mean molecular mass 
and specific heats

Essential

(19) Deep atmosphere: variation of gravity, 
Coriolis force and geometry

Highly desirable

(20) High top thermodynamics (prefer solving 
thermodynamic eqn. with T rather than 
theta, which is not well defined above 
homopause)

Essential

Specific for geospace modeling

From
 initial “Singletrack” discussions



Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics
(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(6) Good conservation of total energy Essential Desirable Essential

(7) Conservation of angular momentum Highly desirable Essential

(8) Dycore characteristics with topography

(9) Non-hydrostatics Desirable Essential Highly desirable

(10) Global mesh-refinement capability Desirable Essential Essential

(11) Regional capability Essential

(12) Cartesian geometry Desirable Essential

(13) Data assimilation capability. Has to play well 
with DA.

Desirable Essential Essential

(14) Support simplified setups on the sphere Essential Essential Essential

(15) Support by developers Essential Essential Essential

From
 initial “Singletrack” discussions



Proposal for preliminary benchmarks to assess 
degree to which requirements are met

Idealized baroclinic wave
(short time-scales)

Some variant of Held-Suarez forcing
(long time-scales)

Aqua-planet
(long time-scales)



Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics
(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(1-3) At approximately 10 resolution evaluate throughput as a function of:

• number of tracers (from O(10) to O(300))
• vertical levels (from O(30) to O(200))
• number of processors (O(200) processor to O(5000) – few degrees of freedom, in the 

horizontal, per processor)

(4) Check for dry air mass conservation and scalar mass conservation

Moist baroclinic wave; Ullrich et al. (2014); 
DCMIP2016

./create_newcase -compset FKESSLER (or variant thereof)



Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics
(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(5a) Linear correlation preservation
Cl and Cl2 that react with each other but always add up to a constant
(Lauritzen et al., 2015; 3D version in Lauritzen et al., 2017)

Moist baroclinic wave (no physics); Ullrich et al.

ClCL2



Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics
(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(5b) Non-linear correlation preservation
Two inert and passive distributions
(Lauritzen and Thuburn, 2010 -> need to extend to 3D!)

Moist baroclinic wave (no physics); Ullrich et al.



Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics

(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(5c) Conserving family of species
3 distributions that add up to a constant

(Lauritzen and Thuburn, 2010 -> need to extend to 3D!)

Moist baroclinic wave (no physics); Ullrich et al.
Three tracer test

Figure 3. The numerical solution at t = T/2 for the cosine bells and correlated cosine bells initial conditions (first and second column, respectively)
using CSLAM with and without a shape-preserving filter (first and second row, respectively).

Figure 4. Contour plots of the slotted-cylinder initial conditions (a) �(t = 0), (b) �(t = 0) and (c) �(t = 0), respectively, and the corresponding
shape-preserving CSLAM solutions at t = T/2 (d,e,f), respectively, for the three-tracer test.

3.3. Initial conditions for the three-tracer test

Following the one-dimensional three-tracer test proposed in
Ovtchinnikov and Easter (2009) we use non-smooth initial
conditions; this is most likely to activate shape-preserving
filters in the transport scheme, and is relevant to the most
challenging cases met in practice such as the steep chemical
gradients seen near the terminator (e.g. Santillana et al.

2010). The double cosine-bells (19) are replaced by slotted-
cylinders (Zalesak 1979) defined as follows,

� = �(sc)(�, �) =

�
��������

��������

c if ri � r and |�� �i| � r/6
for i = 1, 2,

c if r1 � r and |�� �1| < r/6
and � � �1 < � 5

12r ,
c if r2 � r and |�� �2| < r/6

and � � �2 > 5
12r ,

g otherwise,
(23)

Copyright c� 2011 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 00: 1–13 (2011)
Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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Figure 6. Scatter plots at t = T/2 for two nonlinearly correlated species based on cosine hills initial conditions using (a) first-order version of CSLAM,
(b) standard CSLAM based on bi-parabolic reconstruction functions, and (c) standard CSLAM with a shape-preserving filter. The solid lines mark the
boundaries between the areas used to classify the numerical mixing.

Table II. Columns 2,3 and 4 list standard error norms �1, �2 and ��, respectively, at t = T for a single tracer � using initial condition �(cb)

for different configurations of the CSLAM scheme. Second row is CSLAM based on constant reconstruction functions (1st-order), third row is
third-order reconstruction functions and in the fourth row a shape-preserving filter has been applied to the third-order reconstruction function.
The remaining columns (5,6,7) show mixing diagnostics �r, �u and �o at t = T/2 for the nonlinearly interrelated tracers � and � initialized with
� = �(cb) and � = �

`
�(cb)

´
. Contour plots of the CSLAM numerical solution at t = T/2 for � and � are on Fig. 3.

scheme �1 �2 �� �r �u �o

1st-order CSLAM 1.93⇥10�1 3.82⇥10�1 4.57⇥10�1 6.02⇥10�3 0.0 0.0
3rd-order CSLAM 1.58⇥10�2 3.28⇥10�2 4.73⇥10�2 7.55⇥10�4 1.58⇥10�4 3.79⇥10�4

3rd-order CSLAM with filter 1.58⇥10�2 4.33⇥10�2 8.91⇥10�2 6.28⇥10�4 6.73⇥10�5 0.0

Figure 7. Contour plot at t = T/2 for the sum of the individually
transported tracers �, � and � in the three-tracer test using the CSLAM
scheme with a shape-preserving filter. Initial conditions for �, � and �
and CSLAM solution at t = T/2 are depicted on Fig. 4abc and Fig. 4def,
respectively.

used to make predictions about the likely behaviour and
possible problems when chemistry is included. To illustrate
their usefulness, we consider an idealized but typical
chemical reaction between two tracers with concentrations
(�� 0.1) and �, where � and � are the solution fields in
the two-tracer test. The reaction rate is assumed to be slow
enough that we can neglect its effects on � and �. We
subtract the background value for � so that the reaction rate
is zero for the background distribution.

The rate at which product is formed at time t is
proportional to the domain integrated reaction rate

R(t) =
N�

k=1

(�k � 0.1) �k �Ak. (27)

For a non-divergent flow and in continuous space the
instantaneous domain integrated reaction rate

��
(��

0.1) � dA is invariant in time.
The domain integrated reaction rate R(t) may be

partitioned into contributions from scatter points associated
with ‘real mixing’ (A), range-preserving unmixing (B),
and overshooting. Reaction rates associated with these
three domains on the scatter plot are referred to as Rr,
Ru and Ro, respectively. Obviously, R = Rr + Ru + Ro.
Since numerical mixing is inevitable for practical semi-
Lagrangian or Eulerian schemes the mixing introduced by
the transport scheme should ideally manifest itself through
‘real mixing’ only and not unmixing. In terms of R(t) the
scheme providing the most physically realizable solutions
should produce reaction rates dominated by R r.

Results for reaction rates for different configurations
of CSLAM are shown in Table III. Not surprisingly the
first-order version of CSLAM overestimates the reaction
rate at t = T/2 due to excessive numerical diffusion. The
domain integrated reaction rate R(t = T/2) for the non-
shape-preserving version of third-order CSLAM is closer
to the initial condition reaction rate than when applying a
shape-preserving filter (similarly to what is observed for
conventional error norms). However, the partitioning of the
reaction rate into Rr, Ru, and Ro reveals that a larger
fraction of the reaction rate is associated with ‘real mixing’
for the shape-preserving scheme than for the unlimited
scheme. Moreover, Ru is less for the shape-preserving
scheme than for the unlimited scheme. The reaction rate
associated with overshooting in the unlimited scheme Ro

is negative so for this particular reaction, Ro cancels errors
in that it reduces the magnitude of R(t = T/2) and thereby
R(t = T/2) is closer to R(t = 0).

These results illustrate that even though the unlimited
scheme is superior in terms of the total reaction rate R(t =
T/2), it is superior for unphysical reasons. The fraction
of the reaction rate associated with unmixing fluid parcels

Copyright c� 2011 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 00: 1–13 (2011)
Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential

(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable

(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential

(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential

(5) Good tracer transport characteristics
(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)

Essential Essential Essential

(5d) Gradient preservation & shape-preservation
Filament diagnostic: A measure of how well 
a transport scheme preserves gradients
(Lauritzen et al., 2012)

Moist baroclinic wave (no physics); Ullrich et al.
Three tracer test

Figure 3. The numerical solution at t = T/2 for the cosine bells and correlated cosine bells initial conditions (first and second column, respectively)
using CSLAM with and without a shape-preserving filter (first and second row, respectively).

Figure 4. Contour plots of the slotted-cylinder initial conditions (a) �(t = 0), (b) �(t = 0) and (c) �(t = 0), respectively, and the corresponding
shape-preserving CSLAM solutions at t = T/2 (d,e,f), respectively, for the three-tracer test.

3.3. Initial conditions for the three-tracer test

Following the one-dimensional three-tracer test proposed in
Ovtchinnikov and Easter (2009) we use non-smooth initial
conditions; this is most likely to activate shape-preserving
filters in the transport scheme, and is relevant to the most
challenging cases met in practice such as the steep chemical
gradients seen near the terminator (e.g. Santillana et al.

2010). The double cosine-bells (19) are replaced by slotted-
cylinders (Zalesak 1979) defined as follows,

� = �(sc)(�, �) =

�
��������

��������

c if ri � r and |�� �i| � r/6
for i = 1, 2,

c if r1 � r and |�� �1| < r/6
and � � �1 < � 5

12r ,
c if r2 � r and |�� �2| < r/6

and � � �2 > 5
12r ,

g otherwise,
(23)

Copyright c� 2011 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 00: 1–13 (2011)
Prepared using qjrms4.cls
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Figure 6. Scatter plots at t = T/2 for two nonlinearly correlated species based on cosine hills initial conditions using (a) first-order version of CSLAM,
(b) standard CSLAM based on bi-parabolic reconstruction functions, and (c) standard CSLAM with a shape-preserving filter. The solid lines mark the
boundaries between the areas used to classify the numerical mixing.

Table II. Columns 2,3 and 4 list standard error norms �1, �2 and ��, respectively, at t = T for a single tracer � using initial condition �(cb)

for different configurations of the CSLAM scheme. Second row is CSLAM based on constant reconstruction functions (1st-order), third row is
third-order reconstruction functions and in the fourth row a shape-preserving filter has been applied to the third-order reconstruction function.
The remaining columns (5,6,7) show mixing diagnostics �r, �u and �o at t = T/2 for the nonlinearly interrelated tracers � and � initialized with
� = �(cb) and � = �

`
�(cb)

´
. Contour plots of the CSLAM numerical solution at t = T/2 for � and � are on Fig. 3.

scheme �1 �2 �� �r �u �o

1st-order CSLAM 1.93⇥10�1 3.82⇥10�1 4.57⇥10�1 6.02⇥10�3 0.0 0.0
3rd-order CSLAM 1.58⇥10�2 3.28⇥10�2 4.73⇥10�2 7.55⇥10�4 1.58⇥10�4 3.79⇥10�4

3rd-order CSLAM with filter 1.58⇥10�2 4.33⇥10�2 8.91⇥10�2 6.28⇥10�4 6.73⇥10�5 0.0

Figure 7. Contour plot at t = T/2 for the sum of the individually
transported tracers �, � and � in the three-tracer test using the CSLAM
scheme with a shape-preserving filter. Initial conditions for �, � and �
and CSLAM solution at t = T/2 are depicted on Fig. 4abc and Fig. 4def,
respectively.

used to make predictions about the likely behaviour and
possible problems when chemistry is included. To illustrate
their usefulness, we consider an idealized but typical
chemical reaction between two tracers with concentrations
(�� 0.1) and �, where � and � are the solution fields in
the two-tracer test. The reaction rate is assumed to be slow
enough that we can neglect its effects on � and �. We
subtract the background value for � so that the reaction rate
is zero for the background distribution.

The rate at which product is formed at time t is
proportional to the domain integrated reaction rate

R(t) =
N�

k=1

(�k � 0.1) �k �Ak. (27)

For a non-divergent flow and in continuous space the
instantaneous domain integrated reaction rate

��
(��

0.1) � dA is invariant in time.
The domain integrated reaction rate R(t) may be

partitioned into contributions from scatter points associated
with ‘real mixing’ (A), range-preserving unmixing (B),
and overshooting. Reaction rates associated with these
three domains on the scatter plot are referred to as Rr,
Ru and Ro, respectively. Obviously, R = Rr + Ru + Ro.
Since numerical mixing is inevitable for practical semi-
Lagrangian or Eulerian schemes the mixing introduced by
the transport scheme should ideally manifest itself through
‘real mixing’ only and not unmixing. In terms of R(t) the
scheme providing the most physically realizable solutions
should produce reaction rates dominated by R r.

Results for reaction rates for different configurations
of CSLAM are shown in Table III. Not surprisingly the
first-order version of CSLAM overestimates the reaction
rate at t = T/2 due to excessive numerical diffusion. The
domain integrated reaction rate R(t = T/2) for the non-
shape-preserving version of third-order CSLAM is closer
to the initial condition reaction rate than when applying a
shape-preserving filter (similarly to what is observed for
conventional error norms). However, the partitioning of the
reaction rate into Rr, Ru, and Ro reveals that a larger
fraction of the reaction rate is associated with ‘real mixing’
for the shape-preserving scheme than for the unlimited
scheme. Moreover, Ru is less for the shape-preserving
scheme than for the unlimited scheme. The reaction rate
associated with overshooting in the unlimited scheme Ro

is negative so for this particular reaction, Ro cancels errors
in that it reduces the magnitude of R(t = T/2) and thereby
R(t = T/2) is closer to R(t = 0).

These results illustrate that even though the unlimited
scheme is superior in terms of the total reaction rate R(t =
T/2), it is superior for unphysical reasons. The fraction
of the reaction rate associated with unmixing fluid parcels
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Climate Weather Geospace
(1) Throughput: cost and scalability Essential Essential Essential
(2) Strong scaling Essential Desirable Desirable
(3) Efficient tracer transport Essential Essential Essential
(4) Conservation of mass (dry air, scalars) Essential Essential Essential
(5) Good tracer transport characteristics

(shape-preservation, correlation, etc.)
Essential Essential Essential

(5e) Age-of-air (longer time-scales)
Polvani-Kushner (= variant of Held-Suarez with more realistic stratosphere) forcing
with “clock tracer”
(Gerber and Gupta, NYU)

(4)   Trends in mass-conservation over long time-scales 

./create_newcase -compset FHS94 (modified)



Climate Weather Geospace
(6) Good conservation of total energy Essential Desirable Essential
(7) Conservation of angular momentum Highly desirable Essential

(6) Derive what total energy the continuous equations of motion (on which dycore is 
based) conserve.

Total energy dissipation of the dynamical core should be assessed with moist physics        
(simplest setup is probably Aqua-planet) at (?) ~10 horizontal resolution

-> Diagnostics already exist in CAM physics layer
-> A detailed analysis of the energy conservation properties of different aspects of the

dynamical core is of interest (currently diagnostics only in CAM-SE)
./create_newcase -compset QPC6 (or QPC4 or QPC5)

(4) Check for dry air mass conservation and 
scalar mass conservation



Climate Weather Geospace

(6) Good conservation of total energy Essential Desirable Essential
(7) Conservation of angular momentum Highly desirable Essential

(6) Derive what axial angular momentum the continuous equations of motion (on which 
dycore is based) conserve (in the absence of mountain torque).

Total axial angular momentum conservation can be tested with Aqua-planet or
Held-Suarez (at (?) ~10 horizontal resolution).

Spurious torque from the dynamical core should << torque from parameterizations

-> Diagnostics already exist in CAM (in physics layer)



Climate Weather Geospace

(8) Dycore characteristics with topography

(8) To my knowledge: No “real-word” topography test in the literature!

Topography smoothing and the dynamical core are closely related. It is, in general, 
desirable to have rougher topography. However, rough topography can trigger grid-scale 
noise from dynamical core. 

Held-Suarez (or similar) forcing with real-world topography smoothed at different 
predefined scales (using the NCAR topography generation software; Lauritzen and Bacmeister):

-> all dycores “will see” the same topography and we can get an idea of the dynamical
cores response to topographic forcing (e.g., magnitude and structure of vertical velocity)

-> add tracers to assess (“spurious”) vertical transports over orography

ANY OTHER IDEAS?



√∫


